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Early Achievers Updates
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Data Collection on Hold for the Rest of 2020
• Data collection is on hold through the end of 2020. 

• A submitted request for onsite evaluation is still required to maintain 
subsidy timeline requirements and current ratings, even though no 
data collection is happening at this time.
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Temporary Suspension of Timeline Requirements
Governor Inslee’s Proclamation 20-31 put Early Achievers timeline 
requirements on hold beginning March 26, 2020, through August 1, 
2020. This proclamation:
• Temporarily waives and suspends specific statutes related to Early 

Achievers in order to minimize barriers for early learning programs. 
• This proclamation lifts the Early Achievers timeline requirements for 

registration, Level 2 and rating through August 1, 2020.
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What to Expect When Timelines Resume
• Early learning programs that missed ECEAP or subsidy timeline requirements 

while the proclamation was in effect will have 30 days from the end of the 
proclamation to meet their timeline requirement. 

Registration 
Milestone

• Early learning 
programs must 
enroll to meet the 
registration 
milestone.

Level 2 Milestone

• Early learning 
programs must 
submit their 
application for 
Level 2 to meet 
the Level 2 
milestone.

Rating Milestone

• Early learning 
programs must 
submit a Request 
for On-Site 
Evaluation to 
meet the rating 
milestone. 
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Looking Ahead
Our Vision for the Future of Early Achievers

• Recent events have highlighted the need for a new vision of how Early Achievers 
can best support early learning programs in providing quality care to the children 
and families they serve.

• During this hold on data collection, we will work with participants and partners to 
reimagine our coaching, data collection and rating process that:

• Further individualizes approaches to supporting and recognizing early learning programs’ 
quality improvement efforts.

• Maintains an active role in addressing issues of equity and systemic racism within the early 
learning system.

• Values and incorporates the input of participants.

• Strives to protect the health and safety of staff and children by limiting on-site visitations
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What We Know
• We want what is best for children to remain at the heart of Early 

Achievers.
• Early Achievers will continue supporting quality improvement efforts.
• Participants will continue to have access to coaching services.
• Even though data collection processes will change, sites will still earn 

a facility rating and receive data to support continuous quality 
improvement.
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Moving Forward
We will work together to reimagine the Early Achievers data collection 
processes and what it means to rate a Level 3 or higher. We will solicit 
input and reflect what we learn back to the community. This process 
will inform DCYF decisions for the next iteration of Early Achievers.  
During this process we will review:

Standards Data 
Collection 

Rating 
Feedback

Rating 
Cycle

Provider 
Role in 
Rating

Level 2 
Activities
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What’s Next
• We are committed to communicating with early learning programs 

throughout this process.

• DCYF will strive to provide advance notice, clear instructions and work 
to offer a flexible approach before data collection resumes some time 
in 2021.
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Questions?

charlotte.campbell@dcyf.wa.gov
360-584-7130

mailto:charlotte.campbell@dcyf.wa.gov
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